
Revolution

The Solar System is under attack from falling blocks from outer space! The only way to 
defend our planets is to spin the pieces as they fall towards the planet's surface and rotate 
all the blocks that have already landed around the planet so that whole rings are filled. Each 
time a whole ring is completed it will explode outwards back in to space, the rings above it 
will fall inwards and you will increase your score.

You can play the game with either the mouse or keyboard.

If you can fend off the blocks long enough, they will give up and try again on the next planet
closest to the sun, but as the planets get hotter the blocks will fall faster, giving you less 
time to position them properly.

For computers with more than 4Mb of memory, try deselecting the low memory option from 
the menu for a smoother game.
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Low Memory Option 

With the low memory option deselected, rotating all the blocks that have landed will become
more responsive when there are a lot of them on the screen.

However, if there is not enough RAM available Windows will then use virtual memory instead
which will cause a lot of hard disk activity and slow the game down.

Generally, computers with 4Mb of RAM should have the low memory option selected and 
ones with 8Mb or more should try deselecting it.



Keyboard controls

To use the keyboard to play the game, use the following cursor keys:

Up spins the falling piece.

Down makes the piece fall more quickly.

Left Rotates the blocks that have already landed anti-clockwise.

Right Rotates the blocks that have already landed clockwise.



Mouse controls

To use the mouse to play the game, click on the following buttons:

 Makes the piece fall faster.

 Rotates the blocks that have already landed anti-clockwise.

Rotates the blocks that have already landed clockwise. .

To spin the falling piece to a new orientation, simply click on one of the four choices in the 
window at the bottom right corner of the screen.



Scoring

You score points for completing a whole ring. The innermost ring scores 10 points, and 
successive rings outwards score 5 more per ring (i.e. 10, 15, 20, 25... etc).

There is also a bonus for completing several rings at a time. The points for completing the 
second ring are doubled, and for the third ring they are tripled. 
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Order Form

To order the full 9 planet version of Revolution, please send:

UK orders:
£15 per copy to Sean O'Connor,
62 Whitney Drive, Stevenage, Herts, SG1 4BJ, England.
send cash, cheques or EUROCHEQUES in pounds sterling.

US orders:
$20 per copy to Cade Roux,
c/o Dubroca, Box 513, Boutte, LA 70039, USA.

European orders:
150DKK per copy to Henrik Moerk,
Survival BBS, P.o. Box 1538, DK-2700 bronshoj, Denmark. +45 3889 5253
send cash, EUROCHEQUES in Danish crowns, or (euro)GIRO (1-207-4247) 

Name:_______________________________________

Address:_____________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Number of copies ordered: _____

Amount enclosed: ______________

Out of interest, where did you see the demo version of Revolution (please 
specify)?

 Magazine __________________

 BBS __________________

 Internet site __________________

 Friend

 Other __________________

If you have a printer, this order form can be printed out by clicking on Print Topic from the
File menu.






